
Thursday 9th July
Good morning!

Maths: To fill in missing numbers in a number pyramid.

English: To design the layout of your newspaper report and fill in the pictures, 
captions and heading. 

Suggested afternoon activities – 

Mexico: This week we will be looking at Mexican art and crafts! Take a look 
at the suggested activities on the last slide. Feel free to look at ideas from 

other classes too! 



 
Spelling/Grammar: To use possessive apostrophes for singular and plural 
nouns. 

As well as to contract two words together like the ones we practiced earlier in the 
week, apostrophes can also be used to show belonging.  Yesterday we looked at 
apostrophes with singular nouns.



Add possessive apostrophes into these sentences. Remember that they are plural 
as there is more than one horse and more than one lady.

1.) The horses hay had run out. 

2.) All of the ladies ball gowns were beautiful. 



Near the edge belonging to a cliff, on a peaceful and isolated patch of land, there 
was an inn. The inn was run by a young boy called Jim Hawkins. The mother that 
belonged to Jim was exhausted. One day, a strange thing happened. An old sailor 
pushing a huge chest appeared at the inn. The pony tail that belonged to the man 
hung low on his back and he wore an earring in his left ear. He told Jim to call him 
‘Captain’. The chest that belonged to the Captain was very heavy so Jim helped him 
carry it into his room. 



Arithmetic: 
To fill in missing numbers on a pyramid using addition and subtraction.  
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Can you find the missing numbers in these addition and subtraction 
pyramids? 

The total at the top is made by adding the two numbers below. Then 
those two numbers are made by adding the two below them and so on.



MATHS: To rearrange numbers in a pyramid to make the highest and lowest 
total in the red box. 

Using the numbers 1 to 5 only once, rearrange the bottom set of 
numbers on the pyramid to give you the highest possible total in the top 
red block. Then try to find the lowest possible combination. 



Extension: These number pyramids are completely blank apart from 
the top number! Choose 3 of the numbers you have been given to put in 
the bottom row so the pyramid adds up to the top number. 





ENGLISH: To plan the layout of your lighthouse incident newspaper report.

Today I would like you to plan the layout of your newspaper report. You can draw it out 
either in your workbook or on a blank piece of paper if this is easier for you. You are also 
welcome to do it on a computer as a word document if you prefer. 

Think about the different boxes you will need: 

- You might like a box for a newspaper name, one for the heading of your report and 
then the pictures and captions you worked on yesterday. 

- You will then need to draw the columns for your writing to go in. 

- Once you have done this you can draw your pictures in from yesterday and write your 
captions. You can also come up with a name for your newspaper and a heading for your 
report that tells the main points of the story. 

- Tomorrow you will write your report including the quotations you created on Monday. 



Examples of newspaper 
report designs:

This is an interesting 
way of including 
quotations that you 
may like to try!

   Newspaper name
          Date    
        Headline

Pictures – make sure 
you include captions 
with yours!



This week we will be trying to create some Mexican arts and crafts.

1.) Create some tissue paper fan decorations for Cinco de Mayo.

2.) Paint some stone cacti.

  3.) Follow this tutorial to make a mini maraca and 
mini sombrero: 
http://www.redroko.com/2009/04/15-minutes-make-
it-cinco-de-mayo.html

4.) Try sewing some sugar skull sachets 
using this tutorial: 
http://adventures-in-making.com/diy-fel
t-sugar-skull-sachets/

5.) Try making some ‘nichos’. 
https://www.kitchentableclassroom.com/diy-nicho-boxes/
Can you find out the history behind them and which 
celebration they are offerings for?

https://www.kitchentableclassroom.com/diy-nicho-boxes/

